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The use of Agile practices is typically associated to a wide array of benefits for organizations. This
paper extends growing research on the ‘dark’ side of Agile by investigating the depletion of
innovation in a large telco company following the large-scale implementation of Agile in R&D
units. Our qualitative study reveals a shift in the organizational logics underpinning new product
development, from a “navigating through unchartered waters” to a “putting out fires” logic. We
tracked the change in key components of logics (goals of teams, source of legitimacy of team
members and support and control systems) and explained the multi-level mechanisms through
which the shift occurred, i.e., changes in processes of workflow management, work allocation,
and performance management. We found that the new organizational logic negatively impacted
individual attitudes towards the generation of new ideas by promoting the internalization of
short-termism, a perceived drain in competences and confidence, and the lack of accountability
for innovation. By focusing on changes in organizational logics, our insights expand current
knowledge about the relationship between Agile implementation and individual attitudes. We
also explain why unexpected effects of Agile implementation may go undetected in organizations,
because they derive from multi-level, diffused, changes in the organization.

1. Introduction
Organizations always look for novel methods to improve new product development processes. These methods are often adopted on
a large scale, i.e., are applied to the entire R&D or to multiple units within organizations. The goal is to increase the overall efficiency of
new product development processes with the hope, implicit or explicit, of engendering more innovative ideas while positively
changing how individuals experience innovation processes (Elsbach & Stigliani, 2019; Gruber, De Leon, George, & Thompson, 2015).
Among these methods, Agile practices have received increasing attention and seen a large diffusion in the IT industry and beyond
(Beaumont, Thuriaux-Alemán, Prasad, & Hatton, 2017; Denning, 2013). Notably, the introduction of Agile practices is associated to
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several benefits at multiple levels in organizations, such as increase in satisfaction of company stakeholders, improved efficiency in
team processes, and higher individual wellbeing (e.g., Dikert, Paasivaara, & Lassenius, 2016; Grass, Backmann, & Hoegl, 2020; Kude,
Mithas, Schmidt, & Heinzl, 2019; McAvoy, Nagle, & Sammon, 2013; Pfeiffer, Sauer, & Ritter, 2019; Serrador & Pinto, 2015; Ven
katesh, Thong, Chan, Hoehle, & Spohrer, 2020).
Recent research, however, underlines that there may be a ‘dark’ side to Agile methods. Studies have begun to suggest that the
implementation of Agile may have negative consequences for new product development processes and, more specifically, for the
generation of new ideas in product development teams. For instance, the focus of Agile on short-term deadlines may increase peer
pressure in single teams (Khanagha, Volberda, Alexiou, & Annosi, 2022) and unexpectedly reduce individual and team learning, with
negative effects on innovative team outcomes (e.g., Annosi, Appio, Magnusson, & Martini, 2016; Annosi, Martini, Brunetta, & Mar
chegiani, 2020; Drury-Grogan, Conboy, & Acton, 2017). In this regard, Agile has been found to negatively impact the number of new
ideas generated by teams (see Annosi, Foss, & Martini, 2020). How the depletion of innovation happens, however, is not fully
understood.
To unpack the impact of Agile on innovation, we need to understand how it affects the way individuals interpret and understand
their innovative efforts. Indeed, Agile practices bring in-depth continuous reflection, self-organizing teamwork, daily interactions of
team members, and close collaboration with the customer (Beck et al., 2001). Thus, proponents and advocates of Agile methodologies
contend that Agile can stimulate individual creativity and innovation in new product development teams (e.g., Highsmith & Cockburn,
2001). Research on the topic has been growing because there is increasing acknowledgement that the “people side” of Agile teams is
particularly relevant (Grass et al., 2020). That said, we are still missing a fine-grained theoretical explanation for how Agile is related to
individual innovation.
In this paper, we draw on prior work that emphasizes the role of the organizational context in explaining different innovation
outcomes of new product development teams (see Ahmadi, Jansen, & Eggers, 2022; Ahmadi, Khanagha, Berchicci, & Jansen, 2017;
Cardinal, 2001) and team members' innovativeness (Annosi et al., 2016). We investigate the large-scale implementation of Agile and
its organizational effects at different levels of analysis – organizational, team, and individual. We suggest that Agile implementation
deeply affects the organizational context, and we seek to understand how multi-level effects interact and combine to affect individual
responses.
To capture effects at multiple levels of analysis, we drew on the institutional logics perspective as a sensitizing framework
(Friedland & Alford, 1991; Thornton, Ocasio, & Lounsbury, 2012). Logics capture what individuals perceive as being valued by the
organization and the expectations that individuals consider critical when exerting their individual agency (e.g., Smets, Morris, &
Greenwood, 2012). Thus, the logics framework allows us to reveal how Agile may alter the shared cognitive frameworks that orga
nizational members use to understand innovation and the normative frameworks that shape their responses to these changes (Spicer &
Sewell, 2010; Thornton et al., 2012). We focus, in particular, on the mechanisms through which the implementation of Agile affects the
organizational logics underpinning the new product development process and how individuals respond to these logics' change.
We started this study with an intuitive understanding that our focal company experienced a significant decrease in the ability of
individual members to generate new ideas after the implementation of Agile. Initial evidence suggested that this problem was
pervasive, and not limited to the work conducted in specific teams or units. Our research focused on understanding how the imple
mentation of Agile affected the organizational logics underpinning new product development process in the organization. We then
zoomed in on how changes in logics affected individuals. We found that Agile shifted the organizational logics underpinning new
product development. The company moved from a “navigating through unchartered waters” logic to a “putting out fires” logic. Our
findings reveal how the logics shifted because of changes in key new product development sub-processes (i.e., workflow management,
work allocation, and performance management). We detail the multi-level mechanisms, i.e., “the theoretical cogs and wheels that
explain how and why one thing leads to another” (Anderson et al., 2006, p.102) that shifted the organization from the old to the new
organizational logic. Notably, the new “putting out fires” logic profoundly altered the attitudes of individuals team members towards
the generation of new ideas. The new logic manifested in unexpected negative attitudes towards new idea generation: internalization
of short-termism, perceived drain of competence, and perceived no accountability for innovation.
Our study offers an important contribution to the growing research on the ‘dark side’ of Agile and its relationship with innovation
processes. Importantly, despite the apparent success in the implementation of Agile, we found that unexpected effects may compro
mise the ability of the organization to support innovation in the long run. We were able to distill the multi-level mechanisms that
contribute to generating this outcome and explain why these negative consequences may go undetected in organizations. This is likely
to happen when the linkages between the multilevel impact of Agile implementation on individuals remain hidden (or are not clar
ified). Thus, we emphasize the importance of extending the analysis beyond one single level of analysis, e.g., individual or teams, and
use multi-level theorizing to understand underlying drivers of change.
2. Theoretical background
2.1. Agile implementation and unexpected consequences for innovation
Agile software development originated from the Agile Manifesto in juxtaposition to traditional software development methods, e.
g., waterfall model and the V-model (Fowler & Highsmith, 2001; Wagner, Newell, Ramiller, & Enders, 2018). Traditional software
development methods focus on practices such as rigorous planning, sequential scheduling of activities, and strict management of
change (e.g., Conboy, 2009; Dikert et al., 2016; Highsmith & Cockburn, 2001). Conversely, Agile principles emphasize that “motivated
and empowered software developers – relying on technical excellence and simple designs – create business value by delivering working
2
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software to users at regular short intervals” (Dingsøyr, Nerur, Balijepally, & Moe, 2012, p. 1214). Agile practices are designed to
rapidly create and react to change, learn from change, contribute to customer value, and maintain relationships with the larger
development environment (Conboy, 2009; Wagner et al., 2018). Developers work in self-managed teams – typically co-located – with
frequent interactions between team members and clients-users, to be able to accommodate changes in requirements at any stage of the
development process (Maruping & Matook, 2020). A key and well-known Agile methodology, largely used in software and information
system development, is Scrum (Hamed & Abushama, 2013). Scrum is a project management framework for teams of three to nine
individuals who organize their activities within time-boxed iterations (i.e., sprints), and attend daily stand-up meetings of about 15
min (i.e., daily scrums), during which they track the progress of their work.
Agile principles and its associated methodologies (e.g., Scrum) are applied outside the realm of software development and have
now become a common framework for project management in many industries (Beaumont et al., 2017; Denning, 2013). Notably, they
have been shown to improve organizational outcomes, such as time to market and satisfaction of stakeholders (Dikert et al., 2016;
Kude et al., 2019; Serrador & Pinto, 2015), team processes, such as team adaptability (Grass et al., 2020), and individual outcomes,
such as reduced role ambiguity, work exhaustion, and stress (Pfeiffer et al., 2019; Venkatesh et al., 2020), empowerment (Grass et al.,
2020), and continuous attention to details through mindfulness (McAvoy et al., 2013; Surendra, 2009).
However, recent studies reveal that Agile may have unexpected effects and started to consider the features that may lead to lessthan-optimal outcomes (Annosi, Foss, & Martini, 2020; Janes & Succi, 2012). For instance, Dybå and Dingsøyr (2008) and Dikert et al.
(2016) questioned whether Agile methods are suitable for large projects. This is critical because large projects constitute a lion's share
of innovation endeavors in contemporary organizations (e.g., Mattarelli, Bertolotti, Prencipe, & Gupta, 2021; Sarker, Ahuja, & Sarker,
2018). Research also highlights that Agile methodologies are particularly challenging to implement when workers are not co-located, i.
e. teams are virtual. Studies reveal unexpected tensions such as conflicting demands in terms of alignment and adaptability, people vs
process-based collaboration, and fixed vs. evolving quality requirements (Mattarelli et al., 2021; Persson, Mathiassen, & Aaen, 2012;
Ramesh, Mohan, & Cao, 2012).
Central to our study, emerging research suggests that Agile may have unexpected consequences in the realm of innovation. This
area of research is still in its infancy and evidence is relatively mixed. Some studies found that Agile implementation can foster
ambidexterity (e.g., Ramesh et al., 2012) through the routinization of exploration (Vidgen & Wang, 2009). More recent studies,
however, problematize the impact of Agile on organizations', teams', and individuals' innovative capabilities (e.g., Annosi, Foss, &
Martini, 2020; Drury-Grogan et al., 2017). For example, Hodgson and Briand (2013) found that Agile practices can undermine creative
work by providing an ‘illusion of autonomy’ in teams. Drury-Grogan et al. (2017) observed that Agile development teams engage with
complex problems in short timeframes, with a focus on tactical and short-term decisions instead of strategic and long-term ones. These
authors concluded that the introduction of Agile practices may result in a change of how innovation is interpreted and defined – from a
long-term to a short-term effort – with a clear impairment of the organization's ability to have a global vision of products/services and
their evolution (Drury-Grogan et al., 2017; Wolpers, 2015). Other scholars highlight the danger of high levels of team cohesion and
empowerment prompted by the Agile manifesto. These studies found that highly cohesive Agile teams tend to exhibit decision making
pathologies (e.g., groupthink), which reduce their capability of incorporating external suggestions and embracing novel perspectives
(Lee & Xia, 2010; McAvoy & Butler, 2009). In addition, the pressure experienced by Agile teams to deliver at a fast pace reduces the
opportunities for team and individual learning, knowledge accumulation and integration, which are all fundamental pre-requisites for
innovation (Annosi et al., 2016; Annosi, Foss, & Martini, 2020; Khanagha et al., 2022).
This burgeoning stream of research suggests that Agile practices may profoundly change how organizations and individuals
conceptualize innovation. These concerns are particularly important to consider because Agile practices are often advertised to
facilitate and expedite innovation processes. In particular, the proponents of the Agile manifesto and the practitioners of the Agile
methods contend that Agile can promote creativity and the generation of new ideas in teams (Beaumont et al., 2017; Cockburn &
Highsmith, 2001; Denning, 2013; Highsmith, 2002; Highsmith, 2004; Highsmith & Cockburn, 2001). However, this has not been
investigated thoroughly in existing empirical studies. The handful of studies that have focused on the analysis of longer-term impli
cations for innovation outcomes, such as the generation of new ideas, have so far investigated the effects on single teams (e.g., Annosi
et al., 2016). As we underlined above, these studies discovered that an Agile team may experience worse decision making, increased
control and peer pressure, reduced learning, less knowledge integration, and, overall, less innovative ideas (e.g., Annosi et al., 2016;
Annosi, Foss, & Martini, 2020; Khanagha et al., 2022; Lee & Xia, 2010; McAvoy & Butler, 2009). Despite these early insights, how the
organizational and team contexts may jointly affect how individuals generate new ideas is not well understood (Maynard, Kennedy,
Sommer, & Passos, 2015, see also Zaitsev, Gal, & Tan, 2020). When Agile is implemented at a large scale (across units), effects that
occur at higher levels of analysis may be responsible for effects observed at the levels of teams and individuals. A seemingly successful
implementation of Agile in teams may result in unexpected effects (as our case suggests) but extant work falls short of understanding
why that may occur. To understand the impact of Agile on organizations, we need to capture the cascading effect of changes that start
at the macro-organizational level and trickle down to individuals. We propose the perspective of organizational logics as a fruitful
theoretical lens to capture this macro component and unpack how macro-level changes affect other ‘nested’ levels in the organization
(Thornton et al., 2012).
2.2. A logics perspective to understand agile-driven changes in organizations
The logics perspective is a well-established framework in institutional theory to explain how broader belief systems shape the
cognition and behavior of actors (Thornton et al., 2012). Logics are associated with the higher-order institutions that shape society,
such as the market, corporation, state, professions, family, and community (Friedland & Alford, 1991; Thornton et al., 2012). Whereas
3
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this perspective has been developed at the societal level, one of its key tenets is that shared beliefs and their prescriptions operate at
multiple levels of analysis. Scholars have attentively examined cross-level dynamics of logics change across society, organization, and
individual levels to explain inter and intra-organizational phenomena. For example, Malhotra, Zietsma, Morris, and Smets (2021)
explored micro dynamics of individual resistance in British corporate law firms when a new organizational role (i.e., counsel)
introduced the family logic, traditionally stigmatized in a setting dominated by the professional logic. This study explains how shifts in
organizational logics profoundly impact individual members, by altering their understanding of what is valued and is expected in the
organization (Battilana & Dorado, 2010; Greenwood, Raynard, Kodeih, Micelotta, & Lounsbury, 2011; McPherson & Sauder, 2013;
Pache & Santos, 2013; Smets et al., 2012; Spicer & Sewell, 2010).
Interestingly, although not in an extensive way, scholars in the IS field have also drawn upon the institutional logics perspective to
explain resistance and change in Information Systems implementation and development (e.g., Berente, Hansen, & Rosenkranz, 2015;
Berente, Lyytinen, Yoo, & Maurer, 2019). Berente et al. (2019) applied logics to the examination of responses (change and resistance)
to the implementation of an ES (Enterprise Systems) in 26 organizations. In another study, Berente et al. (2015) identified different
institutional logics related to the Agile framework, i.e., entrepreneurial, consulting profession, and managerialist. Their findings show
that three organizations adopted Agile practices in very different ways due to the presence of multiple institutional logics. In an
unpublished dissertation, Gustavsson (2020) synthesized the use of the logics perspective in the IS field. His work reveals both the
paucity of studies that draw upon this framework and the numerous theoretical opportunities to use institutional logic to explain
differences and similarities in large-scale Agile implementations.
Importantly, we suggest that there are two major benefits to the use of the logics perspective. First, the concept of logics captures
the key idea that the development of IS systems in organizations is embedded in complex interdependent organizational systems.
Specifically, the implementation of new frameworks for IS systems development touches upon key components of logics (i.e., goals,
source of legitimacy, source of authority) that shape individual agency (Thornton & Ocasio, 1999). The implementation of a new
framework (i.e., Agile) needs to be understood in conjunction with the organizational logics that guide attitudes and behaviors in the
organization, in particular in large-scale implementation projects.
Second, the IS literature tends to use the logics framework to identify the institutional logics of the Agile framework (e.g., Berente
et al., 2015; Gustavsson, 2020), but this approach leads to extremely descriptive studies. We adopt logics as an explanatory, rather than
descriptive, tool, to explain how Agile changes organizational logics and consequently alter how individuals interpret their task of
generating new ideas. In other words, we are interested in understanding the underlying mechanisms that underpin changes in
organizational logics and their consequences. Mechanisms are theoretical explanations for why a relationship between a phenomenon
and an outcome is observed (Anderson et al., 2006; Davis & Marquis, 2005). As noted earlier, the literature suggests that Agile may
have unexpected consequences for innovation. Our mechanisms-based theorizing sheds light on this important issue by yielding in
sights on the drivers underlying these outcomes.
In sum, we use the logics perspective as a sensitizing framework (Bowen, 2006; Garud & Gehman, 2016) and focus on the theo
rizing of multi-level mechanisms (organizational, team, individual), to address the following research questions: Through which
mechanisms does the implementation of Agile change the organizational logics underpinning the new product development process? How does
this change in logics affect individual responses to innovation (i.e., idea generation)?
3. Data and methods
3.1. Research context
Our qualitative field study was conducted in a large multinational telecommunication company that decided to move from a
traditional waterfall to an Agile-based system. Before the introduction of Agile, the company was a world leader innovator in telco
systems and technologies, such as radio system solutions and cloud infrastructure and management. When we entered the filed, it was
struggling to remain competitive in an increasingly fast-changing industry.
Agile practices – specifically scrum methods – were implemented in the R&D units to improve the organization's responsiveness to
customer requests and the flexibility of new product development teams. The company also aimed at reducing the time to market of
new software functionalities for some of the company global products. To transition to Agile scrum methods, the company hired a
consulting firm specialized in Agile transformation. For each product of the company's portfolio, new software functionalities could be
implemented because of customer/market request, new standards, or technological updates. The implementation of new software
functionalities started with a definition of the requirements by the product owner in the R&D unit acting as the customer represen
tative for the R&D unit. After dividing the tasks required by the new requirements, R&D activities were distributed to multiple Agile
teams and coordinated through recurrent meetings such as a daily stand-up, grooming meetings, sprint planning, and demo meetings
(see Schwaber, 1997), in addition to technical meetings, when needed.
Product owners coordinated and supervised the development of R&D activities across multiple teams. In this role, they attended all
the scrum meetings. Line managers were responsible for competence development and performances of Agile teams. Scrum masters
appointed to teams regulated the flow of team’ activities, secured the training in Agile practices, and worked to reduce conflicts with
teams. Overall, product owners, line managers, and scrum masters acted as the Agile team's “stakeholders”. These stakeholders
interacted with each team informally through the Agile scrum methods and coordinated their work with the other Agile teams by
aligning team outcomes to the speed and quality standards required by the company.
The large software legacy system was organized in software (SW) modules with standard interfaces and a pre-defined SW archi
tecture. The software architecture of the entire system and the description of each SW module were made available to all teams. Thus,
4
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Table 1
Units and roles involved in data collection and time of interviews.
Unit

Unit A (20
teams)

Unit B (15
teams)

Unit C (24
teams)

5
Unit D (20
teams)

Unit F (7
teams)

2 product guardiansa
1 Scrum masterb
2 line managersc
3 team membersd
2 product ownerse
1 head of organization
1 head of organization
2 line managers
1 Scrum master
1 product guardian
3 team members
1 Scrum master
2 product guardians
2 line managers
3 team members
2 product owners
1 head of organization
1 Scrum master
2 product guardians
2 line managers
2 product owners
3 team members
1 head of organization
12 team members
4 system managers
3 people from
maintenance
3 line managers
5 members of leadership
team
4 people from project
management
4 product managers
3 team members
2 system managers

Product

Main activities

Countries

When

Mobile broadband

New product development and test consulting

Poland, China,
Sweden

2 years after Agile
implementation

WCDMA radio-access network

System management supporting productdevelopment activities for the whole company

Sweden

2 years after Agile
implementation

Product related to the communication between the radio
network controller and the radio base station

New product development and test activities

Sweden, Poland,
China, Ireland

2 years after Agile
implementation

Radio network controller

New product development and test activities

Poland, Sweden

2 years after Agile
implementation

Network infrastructure

New product development test activities and system
management

Italy

3 years after Agile
implementation

Mobile Switching Center

New product development test activities and system
management

Germany

1 year after Agile
implementation
(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued )
Unit

Unit G (3
teams)

6

Unit H (41
teams)

a
b
c
d
e

Interviewees
2 scrum masters
2 line managers
2 product owners
2 testers
1 product owner
2 scrum masters
1 line manager
2 line managers
2 product owners
1 project portfolio
manager
2 scrum masters
2 system managers
3 team members

Product

Main activities

Countries

When

Mobile Switching
Center

Test activities

Germany

1 year after Agile
implementation

Mobile Switching Center

New product development, test activities

Greece

1 year after Agile
implementation

Product expert focused on product integrity and team support.
Role coming from Agile implementation; a team member responsible for solving problems that prevent effective teamwork.
Manager responsible for a team's performance and competencies; in charge of establishing rewards and careers for individuals on the team.
Permanent member of a team.
Role coming from Agile implementation; acts as a customer representative with responsibility for determining a team's product backlog.
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each Agile team was able to identify the impact of new requirements onto the SW modules of their legacy system. Before the Agile
transformation, SW architects, working in functional teams oversaw the analysis of the impacts of the new requirements onto the large
legacy system while teams, allocated to each SW module, were called to make the change on the software program code following the
implementation proposal written by SW architects. With the Agile implementation, cross-functional and cross-products teams included
SW architects and were responsible for the analysis and the implementation of new requirements. The number of lines of codes of each
software module and the number of internal calls to other software modules made the overall architecture extremely complex. To
handle this complexity, before the transition to Agile, each team was allocated to the development of a single software module, i.e., it
had ownership of a single module. After the Agile transformation, the concept of module ownership was replaced by the concept of
collective ownership. Collective ownership entailed that at the end of each delivery a team moved from the development of a software
module to another.
Contradicting expectations, one year after the completion of the Agile transformation, the company had started to gather initial
evidence that the performance of R&D units in terms of idea generation was declining. The number of new product ideas and patents
from individuals within their team sharply declined. Middle managers of R&D units echoed this concern and mentioned the “com
placency” of team members and their reluctance to “prioritize learning and innovation”. Such initial evidence made us aware of
potentially unexpected effects of Agile implementation and shaped the definition of our research questions.
3.2. Research design and data collection
To understand the organizational effect of Agile and the consequences for individuals, we adopted an embedded case study design
(Yin, 2018) and a replication logic (Eisenhardt, 1989). We selected eight R&D units in the organization that implemented Agile
practices (see Table 1 for details). We included all R&D units that abandoned the traditional waterfall approach for delivering software
functionalities between 2012 and 2013. The R&D units engaged in similar activities (new product design, testing, system management)
in different geographical areas (Poland, China, Sweden, Germany, Italy, and Ireland). In each unit, teams had an average of seven
members with different backgrounds and experience to maximize cross-functional and cross-product capabilities. We selected orga
nizational units that had transitioned to Agile to support the generation of theory about processes that occurred at the intersection of
teams, R&D units, and the organization. By comparing evidence from multiple units, we explored more clearly the multi-level
mechanisms that affect innovation (see Table 1).
Our data collection started one (or in some cases two) years after managers considered the transition to Agile in their units to be
completed. All employees had been allocated to Agile teams, scrum routines had been implemented, and ‘Scrum masters’ had been
assigned to address potential issues. The first author collected most of the primary data between 2014 and 2017. The research team was
Table 2
Logics related to innovation before and after the implementation of Agile.
Characteristics

Navigating through uncharted waters

Putting out fires

Deliver well thought-out and holistic product solutions

Goal of the teams

“We discussed a lot about what changes to do, how to change and
we tried to come up with good and complete solution and then
we implemented it on a broad scale.” (LINE MANAGER, Unit C)
“The traditional (waterfall) approach had a point of reflection
and feedback yearly, at the end of the project, with plenty of time
to absorb the changes.” (LINE MANAGER, Unit D)
Based on being experts in specialized product areas

Professional legitimacy
of team members

“We could get a lot of experience; you feel really experienced.”
(TEAM MEMBER, Unit F)
“I developed some skills, and I could answer questions. I could
say very quickly what should be done or not.” (TEAM MEMBER,
Unit A)
Autonomy conferred to experts, with organizational
support for innovation and patenting activities

Organizational support
and control systems

“It took a lot of time (to release products) because we had one
person doing a lot of work before involving the design and
verification people.” (TEAM MEMBER, Unit B)
“Before there were more supporting roles, you were sitting with
people that work in the same area and they could always support
each other.” (TEAM MEMBER, Unit A)

8

Deliver specific product features as quickly as possible
“It's harder for the team to focus on doing a good design, it can
easily happen that the team would just make a quick simple
design just to implement the feature as quickly as possible.”
(TEAM MEMBER, Unit H)
“The team's goal is continuous deployment, that's a constant
amount of work for them that never ends.” (LINE MANAGER, Unit
C)
Based on being connectors, with broad expertise in different
functional product areas
“An engineer who is good in one area and wants to move forward,
let's say a software (SW) designer, will learn a lot of from other
team members, not other experienced SW designers.” (TEAM
MEMBER, Unit D)
Short cycles of feedback to teams and prioritization of
product delivery to customers
“We don't have the capacity to implement so many
improvements. They are not prioritized compared to features.
Improvements approved are mostly quality improvements,
refactoring improvements and maintainability.” (TEAM
MEMBER, Unit G)
“We receive feedback from our manager and operative product
owner. The manager organizes meetings in which we talk about
why it [an activity] took so long. These meetings are very useful
for everyone to know why things get delayed.” (TEAM MEMBER,
Unit E)
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granted privileged access to confidential information provided by company executives and R&D managers. The strong commitment of
the organization to the research project granted the first author extensive access to the company and its members. The data collection
included: (i) 105 semi-structured interviews with knowledgeable informants, (ii) 121 open-ended comments included in an explor
atory survey conducted in 2013, and (iii) secondary archival data from the organization. Interviews were conducted in English (the
‘official’ language in the multinational company) and were arranged with the mediation of a local manager, tasked with a liaison role.
In each unit, the local manager provided key secondary information about the R&D unit (i.e., organizational structure, roles, per
formance, historical records) and suggested key informants to interview (e.g., team members and managers). The interview protocol
included questions about the daily activities of the R&D unit regarding Agile practices, the early stages of team's formation, potential
challenges regarding work activities and deadlines, innovation and learning processes, and interaction within and between teams.
Interviews lasted between 60 and 80 min and were recorded and transcribed. We followed up with some informants to confirm or
clarify specific information. We stopped conducting interviews when we reached theoretical saturation and no new information
emerged (Glaser & Strauss, 1967).
Interviews were complemented by 121 open-ended comments from a survey administered by the organization to four units in
August 2013. The survey was conducted in parallel to the interviews and focused on the effects of Agile on adaptability, productivity,
and quality. The survey was conducted by an external consultant as part of a series of company initiatives to facilitate the ‘Agile
transformation’ (a term coined by the company) and ensure the wellbeing of members. Survey results were shared with the research
team by company leaders, and their use was allowed to support our analysis. We also collected and examined secondary internal
documentation created during the transition to Agile. Archival data included general documentation (e.g., continuous improvement
framework, product improvement report, Lean and Agile strategy reports, operational descriptions, metrics, etc.), web pages, and R&D
documents (e.g., Agile amplifier for individuals' evaluation, competence goals, description of requirement areas, team development
tools). We used this additional material to contextualize the interviews and assess individual and organizational plans and perfor
mance. Further information about the data collection is included in Table 1.
3.3. Data analysis
To organize the data coding, we used a computer-based qualitative analysis program, MAXQDA 2013 (VERBI Software, 2013). We
analyzed our data following the guidelines provided by Strauss and Corbin (1998) with the objective of building a theoretical model.
This required us to iterate back and forth between our data, the sensitizing framework in the literature, and our emerging coding. For
instance, when we entered the field, we maintained neutrality about the possibility that the implementation of Agile could be
detrimental for the generation of new ideas. After the first twenty interviews, it became evident in our coding that our informants
discussed quite often the unexpected consequences created by Agile methods. In subsequent interviews, therefore, we included more
specific questions and ask our informants to comment on the relationship between innovation and Agile implementation.
Following Gioia, Corley, and Hamilton (2013) and Strauss and Corbin (1998), we grouped recurrent themes and concepts in our
data into categories (open coding) and identified connections between categories (axial coding). During open coding, we grouped our
first order informant concepts, i.e., recurrent in-vivo codes, into higher order theoretical categories. We developed these categories
after many rounds of discussions between the authors and iterations with the literature. For example, to capture salient characteristics
of the organizational logics, we started with the insights in the literature about which characteristics of the ideal types of logics we
should consider. We qualitatively captured logics in our setting following the guidelines of Reay and Jones (2016) to customize the
components of the ideal types of logics presented in the literature and adapt them as much as possible to our context. After comparing
the data vis-à-vis other theoretical and empirical studies, we selected three key components that were central to our context: goals of
teams, professional legitimacy of team members, and organizational control and support systems. We summarized the characteristics
of the two logics in Table 1. In later rounds of analysis, we began to identify sub-components for each macro-category. This step
resulted in the identification of the three sub-categories in our theoretical model: Workflow Management, Work Allocation, and
Performance Management. In this stage, we focused our coding on the relationships between categories (Strauss & Corbin, 1998) to
bring to the fore the underlying mechanisms of the shift in organizational logics. For example, when looking at the shift in the category
“goals of teams”, we interrogated the data to parse aggregate explanations by levels of analysis. We identified team system level, team
level and managerial level as the best fitting levels of analysis in the data and, for each level, coded instances that captured why the
goals of teams shifted. We then aggregated these instances into three emerging categories: frequent interactions with product
stakeholders, procedures constraining teams to work on close deadlines and managers supporting teams in their efforts to meet
deadlines. These categories represent the mechanisms, that is, the explanation for why the goals of the teams shifted from the old to the
new logic. We replicated the same procedure for the other two components of logics. As we deepened the understanding of the re
lationships in our model, we revised emergent categories and refined existing ones. Finally, we focused on the individual level to
examine the theoretical link between the individual apprehension of the new logic and innovation. We proceeded with a granular
coding of the data to identify the informants' voice. As we aggregated the data, we noted that informants mostly discussed their
“attitude” towards innovation under the new logic. Specifically, we identified three key categories: the internalization of shorttermism, a perceived drain of competence and confidence, and a perceived lack of accountability for innovation. We reached
consensus in our interpretation by discussing and solving discrepancies. As a last step, we developed a grounded model that distills our
findings. In the next section, we present our findings and illustrate the components of the grounded model.
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4. Agile implementation and the shift in organizational logics related to new product development
Our empirical examination revealed that the implementation of Agile generated a profound change in the organizational logics that
underpin new product development processes in our focal organization. Critically, this change had a negative impact on team
members' attitudes towards innovation. We first show the shift in organizational logics before and after the Agile implementation. We
label this move from a “navigating through unchartered waters” to a “putting out fires” logic. Next, we present the multi-level
mechanisms that determined the logics' shift in the organization. We conclude with an explanation of how the logic of “putting out
fires” seemingly affected the individual attitudes towards the generation of new product ideas. Our grounded model is illustrated in
Fig. 1.
4.1. Logics' shift: From ‘Navigating Through Uncharted Waters’ to ‘Putting out Fires’
Through our empirical analysis, we were able to distill three main components that were dramatically altered after the imple
mentation of Agile: the goals of organizational members involved in new product development, the source of legitimacy of the pro
fessionals working in these areas, and the nature and type of organizational support and control systems for R&D professionals. Before
Agile, the “navigating through unchartered waters” logics centered on delivering well thought-out and holistic product solutions
(goals), on team members being expert in specific product areas (legitimacy) and on autonomy conferred to experts, with support for
patenting activities (organizational support and control). Conversely, the dominant logic after the Agile implementation – “putting out
fires” – centered on delivering specific product features as quickly as possible (goals), on team members being connectors with broad
expertise in different product areas (legitimacy), and on autonomy conferred to teams, with short feedback cycles and prioritization of
product delivery to customers (organizational support and control). Table 2 illustrates the two logics and their components.
4.1.1. Goal of teams
Before the Agile implementation, the goal of delivering holistic solutions incentivized team members to spend significant time on
the design phase of new software development and to engage in repeated interactions within their teams before passing the developed
piece of code to the test team. Following the Agile implementation, the goal shifted to delivering specific product features in a short
time. Teams were asked to deliver software in small batches every day and execute a continuous integration testing process to maintain
quality despite the quick coding turnaround. In this new approach, teams were highly committed to experiment with new quick-fix
solutions to emerging problems, but less inclined to find more systematic solutions to preserve the architectural design of the prod
ucts and its maintainability. Indeed, the development of small batches of code did not incentivize teams to focus on the high-level
picture of new software implementation, but rather induced them to adopt a try-and-error approach. In the words of one of our
informants:
“If we come up with some ideas or we see some problems we don't really analyze and discuss it for weeks and weeks, but we go
ahead and try it, we make an experiment and see how it works, we change something or add something, make a pilot, try it out
and evaluate after a couple of weeks. I like that since you don't have to take that much before implementing some changes. In the
old days, we discussed a lot about what changes to do, how to change and we tried to come up with good and complete solution
and then we implemented it on a broad scale.” (Team member, Unit E).
4.1.2. Professional legitimacy of team members
A second important difference we observed was the source of professional legitimacy of organizational members. Before the
transition to Agile, the professional legitimacy of organizational members was based on their expertise in specific knowledge areas.
The allocation of organizational members to tasks responded to the need to have a specialized and reliable set of competencies
available in the company. Members maintained a stable allocation to a pre-defined set of technical areas and functions, e.g., design,
test, system management. As a result, individuals accumulated related and relevant knowledge in each product release and felt very
competent and able to contribute meaningfully to the development of new products. With the introduction of Agile, organizational
members were assigned to multi-functional teams and the emphasis shifted to broadening individual skills and extending the scope of
their operations by covering different roles and acting as connectors. The professional legitimacy of organizational members shifted
from being a specialized expert to being a versatile contributor, with the ability to connect pockets of knowledge as needed. As a team
member of Unit A reported: “We need to learn different subsystems; we need to have some knowledge about testing because we must cover
different roles.”
4.1.3. Organizational support and control systems
Finally, we observed a profound change in the type of organizational support and control systems. Under the “navigating through
unchartered waters” logics, organizational members were provided with resource and subject to a relatively infrequent monitoring of
their performance. Autonomy and empowerment of organizational members were considered essential to create an environment
conducive to long-term innovation activities. The support system included a specialized organizational development staff tasked with
developing members' ideas and their potential to be secured and protected with a patent.
After the implementation of Agile, organizational monitoring of tasks significantly increased. The flow of new software devel
opment activities consisted of repeated working cycles that lasted three weeks each and included formal interventions from team
leaders (i.e., product owners and scrum masters) with the task of providing feedback on teams' performance. As one informant
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Table 3
Workflow management.
Level of Analysis

3 to 6 "Codes"

Illustrative quotes

Team System Level: Frequent
interactions with product
stakeholders

Continuous checks on the status of teams'
tasks from different project stakeholders

“Every week we have a feature cop in which we go through with each team
to check their status. We encourage them to update that before each
meeting.” (TEAM MEMBER, Unit A)
“The sprint lasts three weeks and the last day of the sprint we have a
demonstration of the work done during the sprint. It is a public event
where each manager, product guardian, product owner and agile team
members is invited to attend. Every person can ask questions during the
demo.” (LINE MANAGER, Unit B)
“Every day in the morning we have scrum meetings and then we decide
how we pick up: there are scrum master, team members and product
owner in order to collect item to be done. Then we estimate how much
time need for each activity; we decide how to pull items from the backlog,
and we talk about the state of progress, what we've done what we can take
next.” (TEAM MEMBER, Unit F)
“There is a pressure within the team since there are 6/7 players and you
want to help and be productive together with them.” (TEAM MEMBER,
Unit E)
“During these meetings we check the flow, if the sprint items are going in
the right direction, if there are any impediments we discuss and try to find
a way to remove these impediments and let the flow going.” (LINE
MANAGER, Unit E)

Updates from stakeholders on
requirements and product characteristics

Team Level: Procedures constraining
teams to work on close deadlines

Scrum meetings and daily deadlines

Peer pressure
Managerial Level: Managers
supporting teams in their efforts to
meet deadlines

Line managers check for impediments to
the flow of activities

explained:
“The sprint lasts three weeks and the last day of the sprint we have a demonstration of the work done during the sprint. It is a
public event where each manager, product guardian, product owner and Agile team members is invited to attend. Every person
can ask questions during the demo.” (Line Manager, Unit H).
By collecting feedback on their performance, teams were incentivized to choose which items in their backlog of work to prioritize
and maintain their autonomy about how to execute each task. Even though teams were apparently given large autonomy on their
work, each project was associated with many “stakeholders” (e.g., managers, product guardians, product owner). Each stakeholder
exerted demands on team members and had expectations for these requests to be completed swiftly. As a result, team members were
compelled to attend specific project requests, at the expense of less urgent, but equally relevant activities (e.g., those conducive to
innovation activities).
5. Mechanisms of logics' shift
Our further interrogation of the data led us to better understand and theorize the processes and mechanisms that underpinned the
shift in logics. We found that three processes linked to new product development were profoundly different after the implementation of
Agile was completed: workflow management, work allocation, and performance management. Within each of these processes, our
analysis revealed organizational mechanisms at three levels of analysis: team system, single team, and managerial levels. The team
system level captures the complex interdependences that govern different teams. Projects were split among different Agile teams that
worked in parallel and needed coordination. At the team level, the mechanisms we describe reflect the intra-team dynamics and
activities that team members carry out towards the single team's subgoal (e.g., the development of a component of the product). At the
managerial level, they reflect the interactions between managers and their teams as they plan, organize, and control the performances
of teams.
5.1. How workflow management enabled the shift in goals
The shift in goals associated with the “putting out fires” logic was enabled by the redesign in the project workflow after the
implementation of Agile. The new workflow was characterized by tight coordination across different teams, strict adherence to close
deadlines at the team level, and managers supporting teams in meeting close deadlines – changes that resulted in moving the goal of
teams away from developing long term holistic solutions and towards swiftly delivering specific product features. We describe these
changes at the team system level, the team level, and the managerial level. Additional illustrative data are presented in Table 3.
5.1.1. Team system level: Frequent interactions with product stakeholders
Changes in workflow management impacted the amount and frequency of the information exchanged between teams. More
specifically, teams were tightly connected through the product owners, i.e., the stakeholders of the project. They coordinated the work
of multiple teams, by informing the teams about project deadlines and collecting information about the progress of the teams.
Stakeholders also synchronized team deliveries and facilitated the integration of team contributions at the project level. Constant
information about project deadlines and frequent messages about urgent requests for the project characterized the communication
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Table 4
Work allocation.
Level of analysis

3 to 6 "Codes"

Illustrative quotes

Team System Level: Distribution of
ownership reducing value of
specialized expertise

Training sessions organized to expand teams'
competencies

“He encourages us to take courses if we want, and to work in other
areas. He is in favour of increasing our competence.” (TEAM
MEMBER, Unit A)
“The product documentation in not so helpful: some parts of system
lack good documentation. It has not been prioritized as an item, so it is
not updated. During several years we had a decrease of product
documentation reliability.” (TEAM MEMBER, Unit B)
“Each profession should have his own group discussing that kind of
questions: how to be better, how to design it in a better way, how to
get better tools and all these questions which they should drive our
organization forward. Now the focus is only the features and that's it. I
think it is a bad way for the future.” (TEAM MEMBER, Unit D)
“We need to have Product Guardian, they guard the product, they
don't have time to guard the product, they cover big areas they don't
really have the time to help with all the things. We have to solve
problems by ourselves since they are too busy to help. They don't
really have the time; they have only 20% of their time for this activity.
It's really hard for them to follow up everything, they are often
overloaded with teams' tasks.” (TEAM MEMBER, Unit H)
“We have 2 system guardians in our team (20% of their time as PG).
There isn't a block-guardian. That's not enough time to keep track of
everything that it happens within the area. They need to be more
proactive. There are teams who don't ask to him so he might have
problems knowing what happens.” (TEAM MEMBER, Unit G)
“Now for instance it is difficult to find expert in one area.” (TEAM
MEMBER, Unit F)
“I think I had a better great overview about what was going on, I was
involved in having a sort of big picture, but now there are lots of
different teams in different locations working with these things so you
can't be more aware about this big picture and loose the overview, the
important thing is the creativity.” (TEAM MEMBER, Unit E)
“With the implementation of agile, everyone is in the condition to do
everything within the team, avoiding putting restriction invoking the
respect of specific roles. We are encouraged to try different working
areas. This is not mandatory; we are not forced to do this. Now we
have a big opportunity to expand our competencies.” (LINE
MANAGER, Unit B)
“One team might lack knowledge in a certain SW area and might add a
goal that one or two people in the team shall learn that area. So we
agree on the goals to have two guys in the team to learn. So we are
deciding who is to learn this area in order to enable the team to do
work. “(TEAM MEMBER, Unit C)
“It's challenging for some people to do that, but I guess it's a learning
everyone has to go through. Perceptions from teams are changed, 2
years ago people were a bit pessimistic, they didn't believe in this way
of working.” (TEAM MEMBER, Unit E)
“Then it's challenging also to take a task that is not really matching
your competence, dare to work with things that you don't know so
much about, because nowadays we have to pick the top thing of the
backlog, and it could be that the thing with the highest priority doesn't
match to the competence profile of the people that are available to
take that task.” (TEAM MEMBER, Unit F)
“In agile way of working we need to help each other in the team.
Teams develop the feature, verify, do documentation, and all the
needed work for feature lease as well as feature activation in CI loop.
We also try to stretch the competence for each individual in the team,
e.g., gain new competence areas. The team is making efforts to
increase delivery capacity, competence, and performance. Effect on
individual competence.” (TEAM MEMBER, Unit A)
“We could have some groups discussing on this. But if this new SW
designer is always educating others, he is getting less experience,
doing less. He stopped evolving, not being a good designer anymore.
Now we don't have any group or process that is taking care of this
problem. Each profession should have his own group discussing that
kind of questions: how to be better, how to design it in a better way,
how to get better tools and all these questions which they should drive
our organization forward. Now the focus is only the features and that's
it. I think it is a bad way for the future.” (TEAM MEMBER, Unit G)

Product documents less useful because less
time devoted to update them
Lack of professional circles where to discuss
how to improve teams' work

Product experts (in the role of product
guardian) have less time to support teams

Competencies of experts is not maintained
due to their partial allocation to the role of
expert
Lack of centralized expertise makes difficult
for teams to access knowledge
Decentralization of software development
leads teams to lose control over product
development
Team Level: Tasks and role design
forcing stepping out of domain of
expertise

Team members are encouraged to work in
different areas. Elimination of role
specialization

Team composition changed to broaden teams'
competencies

Loss of expertise in a specific area perceived
as “mandatory” for team members
Teams are invited to take in any high-priority
item in the backlog regardless of their
expertise

Team members required to help their peers to
complete work assigned to the team

Team composition does not allow team
members to have overlapping knowledge

(continued on next page)
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Table 4 (continued )
Level of analysis

Managerial Level: Incentives on teams
to expand and balance expertise

3 to 6 "Codes"

Illustrative quotes

Rotation of team members to ensure similar
knowledge set across teams

“One team might lack knowledge in a certain SW area and might add a
goal that one or two people in the team shall learn that area. So we
agree on the goals to have two guys in the team to learn. So we are
deciding who is to learn this area in order to enable the team to do
work.” (LINE MANAGER, Unit D)
“We expect the team to do more, being cross functional and cross
products. The line manager and the programs have some expectations
on the teams. This is a stressor factor for the team, but over time, they
are getting fun because there are getting something new.” (LINE
MANAGER, Unit B)
“If you look at the organization, we have many teams; teams are
assigned goals for each quarter. For instance, that anyone can do
correction in the team.” (LINE MANAGER, Unit A)

Managers expects teams to be cross-product
and cross-functional

Managers assigned teams goals that level
requirements

between teams and their project stakeholders. Stakeholders required teams to accomplish project tasks as quickly as possible and to
provide updates about the status of their tasks to the other teams. Concurrently, they organized all-hands meetings to share infor
mation about the product to all teams and, as shown in the following field note, they provided further specifications about
requirements.
“During the day, sometimes the Product Owner would join us, because we may need to clarify the requirements, and also to
understand how to behave with respect to a requirement. He knows what the problems of costs are, the timing, the benefit, etc.,
therefore, if there are several alternatives, he gives us insights on how to consider the economic part. Therefore, he has the last
say on the issue.” (Team Member, Unit G).

Table 5
Performance management.
Levels of analysis

3 to 6 "Codes"

Illustrative quotes

Team System Level: Close
monitoring of product
quality through integration

Daily integration tests of teams' deliveries

“The management wants us to deliver code every day for
testing to find out if new code breaks legacy functionality.
But the delivery process is not good enough, when people
make mistakes, you have to roll out back and many people
are waiting for you. It is not so effective this way of working.
It should be modified somehow.” (TEAM MEMBER, Unit C)
“On weekly basis they do quality assessment of the product,
they go through each area, and they judge the quality of the
system so every week we know if system is ok or if we have
problems we need to work on. So, there is a continuous
evaluation of quality.” (TEAM MEMBER, Unit B)
“Weekly reports about the progress and then I have to report
their progress to other forum like the release project.” (LINE
MANAGER, Unit E)
“We have daily Continuous Integration test loops and weekly
loops, and the results are displayed on radiators for
everybody to see.” (TEAM MEMBER, Unit G)
“We are using daily stand-ups, demos, retrospectives, we are
running in 3 weeks sprint, so the usual agile methods.”
(TEAM MEMBER, Unit B)

Weekly tests of the quality of the final product including
legacy and new software functionalities

Weekly reports to the product owners so that he/she can
report to stakeholders
Team Level: Frequent
monitoring of teams'
progress, performance, and
skills

Results from daily integration tests and from weekly tests on
quality are diffused in the organization
Within three-weeks cycle team's work is daily discussed,
planned ahead, shown in demo meeting triggering
improvement actions based on collected performances in the
cycle
Regular activities of team's work planning with Product
owner

Regular assessment of teams on few skills relevant to work in
Agile

Managerial Level: Autonomy
granted to teams to address
collected deviations

Teams are given the possibility to organize their work
Teams are given the possibility to propose improvement
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“We have regular planning meetings every 3 weeks, on what
to do next and what has been done in the previous weeks
then there are also emails about their daily activity to inform
them about the content of the features they are delivering.”
(PRODUCT OWNER, Unit D)
“We do self-assessment for all the teams in which we discuss
the agile mindset so that they can put grades on their own
team see which area need to be developed. Self-assessment
involves different areas: collaboration, working with
improvement, innovation.” (TEAM MEMBER, Unit E)
“During the day, the team breakdown the user stories into
tasks and decide what to do during the next 3 weeks.” (LINE
MANAGER, Unit G)
“We have given authority to team members to take
experiments and try new things so there is a lot of positive
feelings of trying new things.” (LINE MANAGER, Unit F)
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5.1.2. Team level: Practices constraining teams to work on close deadlines
Specific work practices were imposed on – or emerged in – teams due to the implementation of Agile, forcing teams to respect
regular and close deadlines. For example, daily scrum meetings regulated the rhythm of a team's work and affected the activities team
members engaged in to meet the deadlines. In the following field note, one of our respondents reported about the way team members
organized their working activities during the scrum meeting:
“We regularly do a stand-up [scrum meeting] every morning, so we are always aligned on the tasks, when necessary, we do the
planning … Both the Product Owner intervenes at the stand-up, there are always all the members of the team, the Product
Owner and often also our Line Manager, often intervenes.” (Team Member, Unit D).
Emergent norms shaped the conduct of team members and their commitment towards project deadlines. To this regard, team
members reported on the peer pressure created by the task interdependency among team members. Peer pressure fostered further
individual commitment to respect close deadlines.
5.1.3. Managerial level: Managers supporting teams in their efforts to meet deadlines
In addition to asking teams to produce frequent reports about the status of their activities, managers displayed genuine interest in
the continuous deliveries of teams and often checked the status of teams' activities by informally interacting with them:
“Mainly once a week, after the grooming, or after the Backlog Management, we see the line manager because we speak about
our impediments, our priorities, and they ask me if there are some problems about competence and so on. Mainly once a week,
after the backlog management, this is the natural path to discuss about impediments or needs about the team.” (Team Member,
Unit C).
5.2. How work allocation enabled the shift in professional legitimacy
Our data revealed a shift in the underpinnings of professional legitimacy of organizational members. After the transition to Agile,
the legitimacy of team members moved away from delivering their expertise in specialized roles and transitioned to using broad
knowledge and general expertise to enact brokering roles. We found that changes in the process of work allocation at the team system,
team, and managerial level contributed to this shift. Additional illustrative data about work allocation are presented in Table 4.
5.2.1. Team system level: Distribution of ownership reducing value of specialized expertise
At this level of analysis, the implementation of Agile moved the organization towards a model of “collective code ownership” that
contributed to altering the professional norms that guided team members in their work. Specifically, to increase the frequency of
software deliveries and reduce their time to market, a decentralized approach was implemented, whereby multiple teams worked
simultaneously on the same piece of code to address different customer requirements. Teams did not own a piece of software code, as
they used to do before Agile, and were not fully in charge of implementing the necessary changes. Since teams were accountable for the
implementation of a single piece of customer requirement, they ‘lost’ autonomy and control over the code development.
Such distribution of ownership deeply impacted the professional legitimacy of team members by dispersing valued expertise across
teams and devaluing individual specialized knowledge in specific areas. The sentiment of loss of professional legitimacy was also
exacerbated by the difficulty of accessing useful information across teams. Besides ‘demonstration’ (or demo) meetings taking place at
the end of each iteration cycle at the presence of product owners, teams did not have regular access to information about what other
teams were doing or did in the last iteration cycles. Therefore, they were not privy to relevant information about how the product
systems evolved. Along the same lines, efforts to update project documents were also reduced, thus eliminating detailed information
about the implementation of new functionalities. No formal expert was appointed to work full time to support teams. For example, the
product guardians appointed to “protect” the product integrity for a specific software product system were formally outside of any
information loop regarding the product updates. Not only did they devote a residual amount of time to support teams, but they also had
limited knowledge about the product to address support requests in a satisfactory manner.
Team members' reduced level of control over the developed products prevented them from engaging in regular discussions on
product development with other teams. Under the new work allocation, teams found it difficult to know who could provide help to
understand the product. Team members were stripped of their expertise and had to rely on their own network of contacts to retrieve the
piece of information they needed. For example, a team member of Unit F told us:
“We can interact with other colleagues in the organization; depending on the issues we are managing now. I mean, if I have a
problem in a mediation subsystem, and I know that Maria Carmela is an expert of this part of the software, I can ask her, but it is
not planned. It is an interaction that can happen or not during the working day.” (Team Member, Unit F).
5.2.2. Team level: Task and role design forcing stepping out of domain expertise
We observed similar mechanisms at the level of each individual team, whereby individual members of a team started to experience
the pressure to step outside of their expertise zone to perform the job assigned to the team. Under the new work allocation, team
members were expected to broaden their competencies to help their peers within the teams. Broadening expertise was perceived as
needed and expected from team members, which had not been the case before. Additionally, to create teams able to work on multiple
products and functions, teams were designed to include expertise broad enough to cover different product areas and functions, but
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with limited knowledge redundancies and overlaps. Teams were also encouraged to swap members in order to balance different
competencies. The limited overlap between areas of expertise within teams, however, reduced the value of specialization and inhibited
team members to enhance their expertise. For instance, one of our informants explained to us the challenge of losing expertise because
of the rotation of team members every six months.
“Team [members] rotate. For six months I have some area covered. So maybe there is a team that is very good in the imple
mentation of some aspects of the product, and some other [teams are] not. What can I do if there is an area not covered? Each
time I have a real problem with that, I always look around to ask for help. […] So people who can keep in touch directly with the
customer have more knowledge in that.” (Product Owner, Unit E).
5.2.3. Managerial level: Incentives on teams to expand and balance expertise
Finally, the interactions between teams and managers further exacerbated the shift in the source of professional legitimacy. The
implementation of the Agile principles of flexibility and the cross-functional and cross-products design of the teams required all teams
to expand their competence beyond the former area of expertise of their team members. Each team was assigned the goal to have
members who should be able to perform the same activities. The achievement of this competence goal at team level was monitored
every quarter by the management. Managerial approval and monitoring sanctioned the new work allocation system and contributed to
crystallizing the shift from professional legitimacy based on specialized knowledge to professional legitimacy based on the broadening
of competencies and brokering abilities. This is nicely illustrated by the following quote from one informant:
“We have a team self-assessment facilitated by the managers. The dimensions checked during this event are: Cross functional
competence and the number of SW products known.” (High Level Manager, Unit E).
5.3. How performance management enabled the shift in organizational support and control systems
The implementation of Agile scrum practices led to the creation of several feedback loops on the teams' work. Feedback loops were
intended to reduce deviations from expected project development performances by focusing on product quality and delivery speed of
the teams in each iteration cycle. Different mechanisms to regulate teams' project development performances were implemented at the
team system, team, and the managerial levels, as explained next. Additional illustrative data about performance management are in
Table 5.
5.3.1. Team system level: Close monitoring of product quality through daily integration
At the team system level, quality control was ensured by integration activities, held daily in the organization to merge and upload
all teams' SW deliveries onto the large legacy SW system within each iteration cycle. To secure the delivery of good products to their
final customers and avoid introducing irreversible ‘bugs’ in the legacy systems, every day teams were asked to deliver pieces of testable
Table 6
Individual attitudes towards innovation.
Level of Analysis: Individual

Codes

Illustrative quotes

Internalization of shorttermism

Sprint backlog drive activities and
does not include innovation

Drain of competence and
confidence

Pressure to deliver reduces ability of
team member to innovate
People perceive themselves as
inexperienced to innovate

“There is possibility to do but it's hard to do it when you have a sprint backlog to meet.
It's hard to balance between them, that's also for the teams. I think you have to do
innovation in everything you do. It's hard to say that we should work 30% with
innovation, it should be talked that we do it on daily bases, it could small things or the
way of working, in some cases it could be larger impact but it's very hard to say what
innovation is.” (TEAM MEMBER, Unit E)
“We don't have innovation because we are stressed by the product backlog.” (TEAM
MEMBER, Unit D)
“I feel there is not that much space or possibilities for innovation, because you have to
know a concept really well to understand its limitation. If you are new to an area, then
you cannot see the limitations. To know where you want to go, you have first to know
where you have been.” (TEAM MEMBER, Unit B)
“I don't know but my feeling is that this way of working is not that good for coming up
with good ideas for improvements. We have this called cross functional teams and it has
been strongly enforced that every member should be able to do everything. As results of
that, many tasks are done by newcomers in the area, doing them for the first time. Those
people cannot come up with good improvements. They are fully occupied with learning
the block and see how things are working, trying to implement things. If you take an
experienced designer, he will see a lot of beyond the small things and see the
improvement potential, if he spends some time on it.” (TEAM MEMBER, Unit A)
“Previously we had product councils, responsible for specific parts of the product, who
could drive improvements for a specific subject. That's missing in the current
organization: they are continuing as cops now (one for each subsystem) but it's difficult
for cops to get the same authority. That's the problem.” (TEAM MEMBER, Unit C)
“Innovation is not as much a priority as developing and delivering features. Thus, we do
not spend much time on it.” (TEAM MEMBER, Unit A)

Cross-functional teams do not allow
deep knowledge

Missing accountability for
innovation

Lack of stakeholders accountable for
innovation activities
Innovation is not considered a central
activity
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software for the execution of integration tests. This forced teams to deliver and fix potential mistakes daily. Additionally, weekly
assessments of product quality for each SW module verified whether additional checks on teams' work were needed to prevent bugs
from being introduced to the SW system.
“In the old way of working we had a system where we did a lot of coding before system testing, then nothing worked, we
distorted the system, and it took a long time to get quality back up. Since the Agile transformation we are aiming to maintain a
continuous high quality by implementing features in small batches on main SW track and testing right away in Continuous
Integration test loops.” (Line Manager, Unit F).
Given the high level of uncertainty of the parallel software development - with multiple teams working jointly on different parts of
the code - the organization implemented several checks on the progress of each team and on the overall status of the specific feature
delivery, i.e. considering the contributions of all the teams involved. Therefore, regular information about the progress of teams was
also formalized in systematic reports that team members had to deliver to their product owners to allow them to discuss their per
formances in other fora with other relevant project stakeholders.
5.3.2. Team level: Frequent monitoring of teams' progress, performance, and skills
At the team level, these mechanisms were activated by the scrum routines of daily stand up, sprint-planning, and demo meetings
aiming to collect information on teams' progresses against the plans at regular intervals and to bring them to the attention of relevant
stakeholders such as product owners, providing direct feedback. Indeed, information radiators1 displaying teams' performances after
the integration tests, contributed to create a continuous confrontation between the expected teams' performances and the actual ones.
Information radiators were displaced in several places in the organization and helped to transparently share the team's performances
with the rest of the organization, including managers.
“We have a dashboard in the room besides our open space, where we run our daily stand-up in front of that dashboard. We
report user story per user story the list of tasks that are being handled by the various persons, in doing, the list of tasks to do and
the list of tasks done. So, we know user story per user story in the current Sprint which is the status of each User story, and this is
visible by everybody because you just go into the room and see that dashboard visible.” (Team Member, Unit D).
Daily stand ups, demo meetings occurring every three weeks, sprint planning meetings at beginning of each iteration cycle within
each team helped the organization to maintain control over the uncertainty of parallel software development and team's autonomy as
these meetings gave almost real time information about the progresses made autonomously by the teams. Through these meetings,
Agile teams' stakeholders (product owners and line managers) collected indications about the needs and status of teams and team
members received feedback and direction on how to behave in the current iteration cycle to further improve. Being regular and close,
these meetings gave Agile teams' stakeholders means to solve potential problems or to correct any initial emergent deviation from what
originally planned.
“Before Agile we had big release projects, it was difficult to adjust while developing these features because it was so huge. Now
the idea is to think in smaller control of the bucks, then the verification gain they got is enormous and very good, and debug
software in small batches. There's more flexibility in introducing features, we can adapt from the customer if he changes the
requirement.” (Team Member, Unit H).
Besides these formal meetings, teams had very strong ties also with their assigned product owners whom they met regularly to have
a presentation about the features to develop and to receive their feedback about what was done in the earlier cycle of development.
Product owners were in close contact with teams both in person and via email.
Agile teams were also given the possibility to self-reflect on their own on how to further improve. Indeed, at the end of each
iteration cycle, retrospective meetings were organized to create a space where teams could think about how to improve past per
formances and design strategies to become more efficient and productive.
5.3.3. Managerial level: Managers granting teams autonomy on how to address collected deviations
At the managerial level, the autonomous behavior of teams was incentivized to encourage teams to find solutions to address the
occurred deviations from expected performances after each iteration cycle. Agile teams were left free to choose the way to work as a
team and design the technical solutions to implement customer requirements. For example, a line manager explained to us that “teams
manage themselves” and “they know the technical details so they can handle on their own.” Managers valued team autonomy,
therefore recognizing the possibility to experiment with new ways of working in the distribution of the tasks inside the teams while
respecting the rhythm of work imposed by Scrum.
6. Individuals' attitudes towards new idea generation
In this final section we present evidence of how the shift in logics affected the attitudes of team members towards innovation, and
1
‘Information radiator’ is the generic term for any handwritten, drawn, printed or electronic displays which a team places in a highly visible
location, so that all team members as well as passers-by can see the latest information at a glance: count of automated tests, velocity, incident
reports, continuous integration status, and so on.
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more specifically, the generation of new ideas. We distilled these insights from team members' justification about why they sub
stantially reduced their commitment to generating new ideas and showed a high degree of inertia towards innovation. Specifically, we
found that three factors prominently emerged in their narratives and describe their attitudes towards the ideation phase of innovation:
internalization of short-termism, drain of competence and confidence, and missing accountability for innovation. Additional illus
trative data about these factors are reported in Table 6.
6.1. Internalization of short-termism
First, under the new ‘putting out fires’ logic, the goals of teams became to deliver specific product features as soon as possible. Thus,
the cognitive attention of team members became focused on respecting strict deadlines to meet the expectations of team's stakeholders.
When asked why they did not invest time on innovation, one of our informants answered that team backlogs – the list of customer
requirements that regulate a team's workload – did not include any relevant innovative action that would go beyond customers' re
quests. The need to implement as quick as possible these requirements under tight deadlines did not leave – according to the informant
– enough time to devote to innovation. Along the same lines, another team member explained: “It is possible to do innovation, but it is
hard to do when you have a sprint backlog to meet.” Other informants even expressed concerns about whether teams could propose
bigger and more innovative ideas. When innovation was thought of, it was in terms of improvements.
“Teams don't have much space or room to do bigger improvements. It would be a bit suffocating because we don't have room, we
have a backlog where there is 10% dedicated for improvement, so improvements tend to become quite close to what teams are
doing and smaller.” (Team Member, Unit B).
In sum, the common sentiment among our informants was that the drive to meet short-term operative goals to delivery features as
quick as possible – a dynamic we label ‘internalization of short-termism’ – prevented team members from making time for innovation.
Additionally, the conceptualization of innovation narrowed down significantly, as individuals saw increasingly challenging, if not
impossible, to reconcile workloads and product specificities with big and bold improvements.
6.2. Perceived drain of competence and confidence
Another area that deeply affected individuals' attitude towards innovation was the drain of competence and confidence, primarily
linked to the change in the source of professional legitimacy of team members. Specifically, under the new ‘putting out fires’ logic,
individuals felt extremely demotivated in their professional roles. The new allocation of requirements among teams, coupled with the
pressure to deliver every three weeks, undermined individual confidence in their ability to perform their tasks. Individuals felt the
pressure to become a ‘jack of all trades’ and therefore felt they had lost the edge that gave them confidence in the old system. As it was
explained to us:
“Maybe people feel more involved, I think there is a big frustration since people do things we are not good at. Before you knew
what you were doing and improve, now we don't have the confidence that you had before. It can be good that you are
broadening your skills. The problem is that you are not good at anything! You lose the edge to get better so you can't really
improve. You are not doing things continuously since you can't choose what to do. You never get very good at anything; you are
at best mediocre in doing a lot of things.” (Team Member, Unit A).
We noted that team members developed a shared understanding, and a deeper awareness, of which competencies were needed to
innovate, i.e., to suggest changes that would improve the complex products they managed. Equally shared and understood was the
sentiment that it was impossible for team members to reach that level. In this regard, a team member of Unit D noted: “I think we are in
a worse situation than before as far as coming up with improvement ideas in the product. This is due to the drain of deep product
knowledge.”
Informants told us that the main reason for the drain of competence was the inability to focus on the development on a single
competence, because of the stress of shifting from one unrelated activity to the other. Other members noted the difficulty to be updated
about the evolution of the products due to the decentralization of new product development and the absence of knowledge integration
mechanisms connecting teams.
6.3. Perceived lack of accountability for innovation
Finally, our informant noted how innovative behaviors became seemingly less important and central in the organization, due to the
absence of a “stakeholder” to which to be accountable for innovation. Under the new ‘putting out fires’ logic, in fact, teams were given
ample authority on how to organize their work, with short cycles of feedback and prioritization of product delivery to customer. As a
result, team members aligned their actions to the interests and goals of the proximate stakeholders they mostly interacted with,
internalizing their goals as prescriptions to guide their behaviors. As one informant explained, stakeholders were the ones who
controlled team members' performance:
“We do not have a formal evaluation. We have talks, every 3 months, with the manager during IPM (Iteration Planning
Meetings] for the evaluation of individual performance, our goal as a team, our future plans, and so on. These goals include
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performance and competence, but it's up to each person to evaluate his/her own personal improvements in a specific area. If my
manager agrees with my plans I can go forward.” (Team Member, Unit H).
Due to the shortness of the cycle of feedback on deviation from expected performances, team members tended to address promptly
the concerns of specific stakeholders involved in the feedback loops. In the absence of a clear set of priorities, individuals made
conjectures about what to prioritize in their work. As noted by many informants, no stakeholder was specifically in charge of pro
moting the generation of new ideas. Thus, this activity was not prioritized. This quote from one of our informants clearly illustrates this
point.
“In the maintenance team is quite challenging to spend time on innovation, as we have to think about other core activities. We
must follow the customer request. If the customer has a particular request, and he asks for a correction as soon as possible, we
must focus on this activity. Sometimes it happens that innovation activities are requested, and each team member is free to
participate and to give a contribution. Personally, I prefer to concentrate on the main activity.” (Team Member, Unit C).
7. Discussion
Our study investigated how the use of Agile in the R&D units of a large multinational organization changed the organizational
logics related to new product development and had unexpected implications in the form of negative attitudes towards the individual
ability to generate new ideas. In the next sections we summarize the grounded model derived from our findings and then, based on our
model, we present our main theoretical contributions, practical implications, and future research directions.
7.1. A grounded model on how agile drives change in organizational logics and individual attitudes towards innovation
Our theoretical grounded model (Fig. 1) illustrates the shift in innovation logics from a focus on long term holistic goals, specialized
expertise, and support to innovation activities (that we labelled as “navigating unchartered waters”) to a focus on short term problems,
“breadth over depth” expertise, and prioritization of product delivery to customers (that we labelled as “putting out fires”). As our
findings reveal, the shift in logics did not occur in a specific unit, or a specific level in the organization. The shift was highly pervasive.
It encompassed processes to implement Agile practices (workflow management, work allocation, and performance management) at
multiple levels of analysis, affecting how teams worked together (team system level), how single teams operated (team level), and how
managers controlled the work of individuals and teams (managerial level).
In particular, the new workflow management processes changed how multiple teams coordinated their efforts through key
stakeholders, how each team was constrained to work on close deadlines, and how managers constantly supported, both formally and
informally, teams towards short term deliveries. In contrast with the idea of Agile as a “liberating model for the future of work” Agile
workflow management processes act as a “control imperative” (Hodgson & Briand, 2013). In addition, how work was allocated across
teams promoted a sense of collective ownership and forced team members to become “jack of all trades.” Managers invited individuals
and teams to expand their expertise and move away from functional and specialized knowledge. A professional legitimacy based on
interdisciplinarity and being connectors departs from a view of IT teams motivated by being “owners” of a module or an intact piece of
the software code (e.g., Martinaityte, Unsworth, & Sacramento, 2020; Metiu, 2006). The performance management system – based on
daily integration of deliveries across teams, frequent monitoring of progress and performances, and autonomy granted to teams for
incremental improvements – shifted the main focus on the delivery of a fully functional product to customer, and not the generation of
novel ideas or the time-consuming writing of patents.
Interestingly, we found little or no variation in the occurrence of these processes across the R&D units and teams we examined.
Rather than expressing resistance, team members internalized the changes occurring in the organization and internalized the “putting
out fires logic”. In this regard, the logic “putting out fires” led team members to develop a sense of “short-termism” and perceive the
pressure to deliver embedded in the workflow management processes as the main regulator of their daily activities. In addition, the
new legitimacy of cross-functional competences led individuals to perceive a drain in their individual competences and experience a
lack of confidence in their innovation abilities, that, in their perspective, inhibited innovation behaviors. Finally, individuals focused
on short feedback cycles and prioritization of product delivery as normative prescriptions derived from the new logic, to the detriment
of their long-term innovation performance.
7.2. Theoretical contributions
Our paper makes an important contribution to the literature that proffers Agile as a promising approach through which R&D-driven
organizations can simultaneously improve efficiency and innovation outcomes (e.g., Denning, 2013). Our findings add weight to the
growing body of work that has begun to problematize Agile and reveal its potential negative effects for new product development
teams (e.g., Annosi, Foss, & Martini, 2020). Specifically, our contribution to the understanding of the unexpected consequences of
Agile practices for innovation is twofold.
First, our study reveals that the large-scale implementation of Agile methods can trigger organizational changes in the logics
underpinning the organization and have cascading effects to the individual attitudes of team members through changes in new product
development process such as workflow management, allocation management and performance management. This broader perspective
is relatively new in the stream of work that has looked at Agile and innovation. The few studies that have explored this relationship
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have mostly looked at innovative outcomes for single new product development teams (e.g., the reduction of new ideas and learning in
teams, Annosi et al., 2016; Khanagha et al., 2022). Notable exceptions are Annosi, Foss, and Martini (2020) and Annosi et al. (2016)
which have started analyzing the effect of Agile on individual responses to innovation. They respectively found that Agile harmed the
individual capability to generate new ideas and that the use of Agile in new product development teams can undermine the individual
competences required to innovate. However they missed to present how the wider impact of Agile on the organization can impact
individual responses. Agile is typically implemented across R&D units and teams (e.g., Hobbs & Petit, 2017) and such diffused
implementation has important implications on how organizational members look at innovation more broadly. It becomes imperative,
therefore, to understand the diffused nature of Agile and the complex interdependencies across organizational levels of analysis. Our
grounded model underlines the relationships between the organizational context and organizational members. Importantly, in
addition to expanding the breadth of explanations for the potentially unexpected consequences of Agile, we also drill down on the
individual apprehension of a shift in logic. We observed significant, although mostly passive, reactions to the encroachment of the
‘putting out fires’ logic.
In particular, the change in attitudes pertained mainly how individuals interpreted the ideation phase of the innovation process:
they perceived there was no time to come up with new ideas, they perceived they had limited competences to do so, and they believed
they were not responsible for providing new ideas to the organization. Did the negative attitudes described in our findings actually
translate into less innovative behaviors, i.e., less idea generation? The managers we interviewed and some of the data we collected
suggest that they did (see methods section, description of context). To this regard, the literature on attitudes in the workplace proposes
that attitudes translate into behaviors when attitudes are perceived as important, when they are accessible, and when they are stable
(Glasman & Albarracín, 2006; Riketta, 2008; Starzyk, Fabrigar, Soryal, & Fanning, 2009). In our case, attitudes towards innovation
were important because they were sustained by the organizational logics. In addition, attitudes were accessible, because they were a
commonly referred justification for individuals' lack of innovative behaviors. Finally, the new attitudes were relatively stable, because
they were triggered by the new values and beliefs of diffused and stabilized logics. Overall, our findings suggest that Agile may
introduce a paradoxical tension in new product development processes. It can improve the overall efficiency of new product devel
opment (as suggested by Denning, 2013; Dönmez, Grote, & Brusoni, 2016; Beaumont et al., 2017), but can become critical for the
ideation phase or the “fuzzy front end” of innovation (Koen et al., 2001) as it may end up reducing the proffering of new ideas.
Organizational logics is a very useful analytical lens to improve our understanding of the impact of Agile on organization. Prior
studies in the IS field have drawn on the logics perspective to explain IS development (e.g., Berente et al., 2015) or IS implementation
(e.g. Berente et al., 2019). In relation to Agile, the logics perspective has been used to describe the institutional logics stemming from
the Agile manifesto and imported into organizations (Berente et al., 2015; Gustavsson, 2020). However, these studies are mostly
descriptive, as they regard Agile as an institution and look at the logics underpinning it. We extend this vantage point by using the
logics perspective to explain the influence of broader cognitive frameworks on organizational processes (Battilana & Dorado, 2010;
Greenwood et al., 2011; Pache & Santos, 2013; Pache & Santos, 2010). Specifically, to understand how broader sets of prescriptions
and proscriptions in new product development change when Agile is implemented. Thus far, the implementation of Agile has not been
considered as an alteration (or a shift) in the organizational logics of an organization. We therefore bring a new theoretical perspective
to the IS field, and a new interesting empirical setting to the organizational literature.
Understanding the effect of Agile as a logics' shift is also useful to introduce in the IS field mechanism-based theorizing (Anderson
et al., 2006; Davis & Marquis, 2005). We detail in the findings how logics shifted because of changes in the organizing processes of
workflow management, work allocation, and performance management. While the specific mechanisms we describe are grounded in
the particular context of our study, we believe that mechanisms-based theorizing is an approach that can considerably benefit future
investigations of the consequences of Agile in different organizational contexts.
Interestingly, organizational studies on logics' change tend to emphasize the resistance of individuals to the encroachment of a new
logic (see Malhotra et al., 2021). We found no sign of such resistance. Individuals embraced the prescriptions of the new logic, which
clearly drove them to reduce (or redirect) innovative behaviors. The depletion of innovation was accepted and legitimized as an
instantiation of a new logic promulgated by the organization. Critically, the absence of any form of resistance by organizational
members enabled this issue to remain undetected by upper managers, until more explicit indicators, i.e., fewer patents and less
innovative ideas, started to reveal the problem. One key insight of this study, therefore, is that our understanding of individual at
titudes towards innovation in the Agile setting can be improved by paying significantly more attention to the linkages between in
dividuals, groups, and their organizational contexts. This theme, while not new (see Cummings, 1981), has been uniquely applied in
this study.
7.3. Practical implications
Our study may have some interesting practical implications, especially for organizations that adopt Agile practices on a large scale
and may not recognize their potential ‘dark side’ (Dikert et al., 2016; Janes & Succi, 2012). Paradoxically, we showed that Agile
practices meant to further innovation can lead to an innovation depletion in the organization. This brings the question whether Agile is
suitable for large-scale implementations. Perhaps, the logics that characterize Agile projects are well suited for small-scale teams, but
become detrimental when they become organizational logics, shaping processes such as workflow and performance management and
incentive systems. Managers should carefully consider whether to adopt Agile on a large scale or, instead, contain Agile to small teams
and maintain organizational logics that promote long-term, as well as short-term, organizational goals and practices.
Our study showed that the implementation of Agile practices requires a broader understanding of the linkage between the everyday
work of Agile team members and the organizational context that is being redesigned. Our research suggests focusing in particular on
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carefully redesigning three processes, i.e., workflow management, work allocation and performance management, to maintain the
capacity of organizations to be ambidextrous and prevent unexpected consequences.
Our study also explored how the relationship between managers and teams changes because of Agile and how it affects the
instantiation of a new logic. From previous literature and managerial practice, we know that receiving support from middle and top
managers is fundamental for team success (e.g., Webber & Webber, 2015). Unfortunately, our study shows that when managerial
support is excessively focused on the replication of specific practices, team members may become “trapped” in new logics. Managers
who supervise and help Agile teams should be more aware of the effect their interactions with teams might have on teams' under
standing of the organizational focus and priorities.
7.4. Limitations and future research directions
Our study is a case study based on data collected in teams working in one multinational organization in the Telco-IT industry.
Therefore, it has some limitations that should be considered. In a qualitative paper, theoretical (not statistical) generalization is the
goal. Our findings were derived from our analysis of a specific setting, and we recognize the relevance of contextual conditions. We
invite future research to investigate the effects of Agile on innovation and the complex interplay between multiple levels of analysis in
other contexts, for example, in different industries and in smaller organizations, e.g., start-ups, family businesses. For example, in
dividuals operating in larger organizations, like the one we studied, may experience a higher degree of embeddedness and a higher
pressure to conform to new logics. Conversely, in smaller organizations, characterized by a lower degree of embeddedness, individual
responses may be less uniform.
Relatedly, in this paper we did not focus on how the organization imported the Agile ideology and translated it into certain
practices (and not others). We instead focused on how these practices are used across teams and within teams. The organization we
studied was helped by consultants in the choice of the specific practices to adopt and in the definition of new organizational processes.
How the consultants and the managers of this organization translated the Agile ideology into specific processes within the organization
is beyond the scope of our work. However, in other organizations, we may see different mechanisms through which organizational
logics are transformed. We invite future research to investigate how the different translations of the Agile ideology can transform
organizational logics and lead to different consequences, for both individuals and teams.
Our study focused on a multinational organization with teams located in different countries. Despite the difference in culture, our
empirical evidence indicated that most of teams followed the “putting out fires” logics. Nevertheless, we recognize that cultural
differences, such as national cultural values and professional beliefs, can affect individual perceptions and emotions. In order to take
into account the effect of culture into the analysis of Agile use, we suggest an ethnographic research approach, where significant time is
spent observing teams in different countries (e.g., Hinds & Cramton, 2012).
The focus of our analysis is to explain how and why logics shifted and how Agile modified individual attitudes towards innovation.
Our qualitative analysis can speculate, but not capture a causal correlation, between individual attitudes and change in the outcomes
related to innovation (e.g., the number of ideas and number of patents). Future studies could investigate the link between Agile,
changes in organizational logics and individual attitudes, and key outcomes such as limited idea generation or new products or patents.
A theoretical framework that could be used to link logics, attitudes, and behaviors is the toolkit perspective (Swidler, 1986). According
to the toolkit perspective, organizational logics can provide cultural tools that individuals can strategically use to exercise agency,
rather than being passively affected by it (Koppman, Mattarelli, & Gupta, 2016; Swidler, 1986, 2003).
Finally, our paper focused on Agile practices. Although Agile practices represent a meaningful example of lean practices intended to
facilitate new product development, other practices (e.g., design thinking) may lead to different processes and dynamics. We thus
invite future research to further use the logics perspective and explore whether and how different practices alter organizational logics,
and with what effects.
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